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Foreword: “Five-Minute Mathematics” in *Die Welt*

by Dr. Norbert Lossau, editor-in-chief for science at *Die Welt* and author of the column “Five-Minute Physics”

Most people do not harbor any particular affection for mathematics. They perceive numbers and formulas as difficult, confusing, abstract, irrelevant. And perhaps it is true that one needs a certain predisposition, analogous to what we call musicality, to develop a passionate interest in mathematics.

Nevertheless, I am convinced that many mathematical skeptics would readily take an interest in the queen of the sciences if only someone would build them a bridge into the fascinating realm of mathematics. Teachers could build such bridges by packaging mathematical lessons in suspense-filled stories from daily life. What would be the response, for example, if the discussion of abstract curves were motivated by a search for the optimal terms of a stock option? Or if one used geometry to calculate the amount of living space in a geometrically complicated dwelling and the number of rolls of wallpaper needed for redecorating? And when it comes to prime numbers, a
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story about cryptography and the challenges of breaking secret codes is certain to get the attention of many pupils.

The science of mathematics is central to our lives. It is to be found everywhere one looks: from the scanner at the checkout counter, the calculation of mortgage interest, and the PIN code on your debit card to computer tomography in medicine and the design of automobiles and airplanes. Mathematics makes possible space probes to distant planets and brings robots to life. It is the driving force behind technological advances and—if one allows oneself to be drawn into the subject—simply unbelievably fascinating.

Even if no bridge was laid down in far-off schooldays, there are still opportunities for grownups to approach the subject. For one thing, the coverage of science and technology in the media has improved enormously in recent years, although alas, such cannot be said for coverage of mathematics. Only a few newspapers and television outlets report regularly, or even sporadically, on topics related to mathematics even though there is much that is worth reporting. It would appear that many editors consider the subject of mathematics taboo.

*Die Welt* does not suffer from such fears and is not afraid, for example, of devoting a double-page spread to the number \(\pi\) (25 February 2006).

With the weekly column “Five-Minute Mathematics” from the pen of Professor Ehrhard Behrends, the newspaper has provided a stable editorial forum for the publication of one hundred columns on mathematical topics. From the large number of readers’ responses, we know that the column has generated considerable interest. Mathematics has been communicated—packaged in motivational stories—concisely and succinctly, comprehensibly and competently. And wonder of wonders, the unpalatable subject of mathematics has suddenly developed a pleasing taste.

“Five-Minute Mathematics” deserves to reach readers beyond the subscribers to the newspaper *Die Welt*, and we are pleased that with this book, the publishing house Vieweg Verlag is making this series of one hundred columns available to a wider public.
Professor Behrends is a bridge-builder, offering a way across the moat haunted by the dragons of math anxiety into fortress mathematics. He has the ability to package mathematical content so skillfully that there are few traces remaining of arid abstraction. If the status of mathematics is finally gradually to rise in the public’s perception, we need more writers like him, and of course more publications that will offer forums to these authors.
Translator’s Note

Translating Ehrhard Behrends’s hundred mathematical vignettes has been a great pleasure. It was also occasionally a challenge. The phrase “lost in translation” exists for a reason, since no translation can reproduce every nuance of the original. Fortunately, mathematics is a universal language, and I was not confronted with the types of issues faced by the translator of poetry or fiction. I was able to carry over most of the content intact. Some choices had to be made, however. Should I, for example, change references to the currency of the European Union, the euro, to dollars? I decided that the English-speaking audience could deal with a foreign currency, and so euros were retained. As of the moment of writing, one euro can be purchased for about US$1.42. On Monday, 12 May 2003, when the first of these articles appeared, the euro was trading at US$1.15.

I also retained geographical references to Germany and references to the German national lottery. On the other hand, for the English reader’s benefit, kilograms and meters have been converted to pounds and feet, and degrees Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit. References to odds of obtaining particular hands in the card game skat have been reinterpreted in terms of poker.

That was the easy stuff. How was your translator to deal with the chapter title “Die Mädchenhandelsschule,” in which the way that
items in a mathematical expression are grouped is explained by analogy to natural language? A Handelsschule is a business school, and so a Mädchenhandelsschule is a business school for girls. Unless, that is, one misreads it as (Mädchenhandels)schule, in which case one has something along the lines of a school for trading in girls. The German language is not associative! Neither is the English language, and I sought to come up with equivalent expressions. Lest the reader entertain any doubt, the discussion of the 1958 hit song “Flying Purple People Eater” in Chapter 20 of this volume does not appear in the German original.¹

No man is an island, and my work benefited from the collaboration of a number of people, whom I would like to thank here. Everyone at the American Mathematical Society with whom I worked was unstintingly helpful and friendly. I would like to thank Ed Dunne, who invited me to undertake this project, and Cristin Zanella, who kept me in the loop and answered all my queries. Thanks also to Barbara Beeton for her friendly and intelligent TeXnical support and to Arlene O’Sean for her careful copyediting.

I owe special thanks to two individuals who read the translation as it was being produced. One of them, Professor Ehrhard Behrends, is of course the author of these articles, and his careful reading made it possible for me to correct a number of typographical errors and clarify some fuzzy points.

My second reader was Christina Kramer, one of my several sisters, who as a professor not of mathematics but of Slavic linguistics brought to the book the analytical skills of the linguist and the intelligence of the “educated reader” along with the innocent eye of the mathematical neophyte. She regrets that she is perhaps one of those for whom Chapter 31, “I Hate Mathematics Because...,” was written. Christina called my attention to a number of linguistic anomalies and corrected quite a few typographical errors. She also pointed out several places where an additional phrase or sentence could rescue the reader with a background similar to hers from total befuddlement.

¹Is it a (purple people) eater or a purple (people eater)?
Finally, I would like to thank my dog, Orpheus, without whom this translation would have gotten done much sooner, but at the price of my not having taken nearly as many salubrious walks.
Preface to the English Edition

A few weeks after my book *Fünf Minuten Mathematik* went to press, I received a proposal from the American Mathematical Society to publish an English-language edition. I must say that I was pleased at the prospect, although it would mean quite a bit of work for me, since I would surely have to revise some of the chapters extensively, and one or two would have to be completely rewritten. After all, would English-language readers have any interest in the German lottery? Or be able to make heads or tails out of it even if they were? And were there enough math-haters out there to justify reprinting the chapter “I Hate Mathematics”? And how could anyone possibly translate the examples using colloquial German that I chose as illustrations of mathematical laws?

Having read the English translation, I see that I had no need for worry. The reason: the translator, David Kramer, to whom I would like to offer here my most heartfelt thanks. Of course he translated my German sentences into perfect English, which is no more than one would expect from a pro. But he has achieved much more, for through an intensive email correspondence between the two of us over several weeks, I have seen how the book has benefited as well from
a number of amplifying remarks (from which future German editions will also profit).

David has also added a number of observations of particular interest to the English-speaking world, and if that weren’t enough, he found a number of typographical errors in the German edition that had somehow eluded everyone else.

In my opinion, his masterpiece is the translation of Chapter 20. In second place are some of the chapter and section titles, such as “The Butterfly That Fluttered By” and “Both a Borrower and a Lender Be.” You can’t do much better than that.

I wish you, dear reader, much pleasure in perusing these “Five-Minute” morsels of mathematics, and I hope that those among you who may be skeptical about anything at all to do with mathematics will be disabused of the beliefs that everything interesting has already been discovered and that mathematics is nothing more than a bone-dry collection of facts and techniques.
During the years 2003 and 2004 there appeared the first and, so far, only regular column on mathematics in a newspaper read throughout Germany. “Fünf Minuten Mathematik” appeared every Monday in Die Welt, and the Berliner Morgenpost reprinted the column several weeks later.

By the end of two years, one hundred columns had been published, covering a wide variety of topics. Regular readers of the column obtained an overview of cryptography and coding theory, as well as insights into the fascination of prime numbers and the infinite, mathematics in the CD player and CAT scan, the notorious Monty Hall problem and other mysteries of probability theory, to name but a few of the subjects covered.

This book contains all one hundred articles. They have been carefully revised and expanded with explanatory texts, tables, and figures that have more than doubled the original length.

Everyone with an interest in learning more about aspects of contemporary mathematics that can be explained without assuming any specialized knowledge will find something of interest in these pages.
The author especially hopes to convince readers who were traumatized by school mathematics that the subject is not the boring, dry-as-dust subject that they remember, but a wellspring of fascination and excitement.
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Introduction

The story of this book begins on 25 January 2002, when the German Mathematical Society decided to hold a dinner to bring together the society’s officers and a group of journalists. The agenda was a conversation about the image of mathematics in the world at large. One of the participants was Dr. Norbert Lossau, science editor for the newspaper *Die Welt*, with whom I met again several months later. Out of these conversations arose the idea of a regular column on mathematics.

I put together an extensive proposal, in which about 150 possible topics were sketched. My suggestion of “Five-Minute Mathematics” as the title of the column was accepted, the graphic designers came up with a logo, and the first column appeared in the Monday, 12 May 2003, edition of *Die Welt*. And so it went week after week, with the rhythm being broken only when Monday was a holiday and the newspaper did not appear. After two years and one hundred columns, “Five-Minute Mathematics” yielded to another column.

In my selection of topics I have attempted to think particularly of readers who left school long ago and perhaps have no concrete memory traces of the subject yet would like to learn something about mathematics. Should the quadratic formula and curve sketching be
the limit of what is worth learning about mathematics? Where is mathematics to be found in the “real world”?

In two years I was able to cover a wide spectrum of topics, as can be seen from a perusal of the table of contents. There is the contemporary and there is the classical; there are hors d’oeuvres and main courses. And in many places the reader will learn how mathematics penetrates our lives, whether in the lottery, cryptography, computer-aided tomography (CAT), and the evaluation of securities options.

Even before the final column appeared, I received a proposal from the publisher Vieweg to collect the columns in a book. There were many good reasons to begin at once. First, many regular readers of the column had inquired about such a book. Second, a newspaper column is confined to a fixed size, so that every column had to have the same length, regardless of the topic.¹ For some of the topics, the space limitation meant that important information had to be omitted, leaving the author with a guilty conscience. Therefore I am pleased that the book format allows such limitations to be overcome. And finally, the luxury of space in a book means that the word can be supplemented by the image: photographs, drawings, graphs, tables.

In writing the column there were three aspects that I considered important:

Mathematics is useful: It should be made clear why our technologically based world could not function without mathematics. A label reading “mathematics inside” could be placed on many a product.

Mathematics is fascinating: Aside from its utility, mathematics offers a very special intellectual appeal. The irrepresible compulsion to see the solution of a problem through to the end can release enormous amounts of energy.

Without mathematics one cannot understand the world: According to Galileo, “The book of nature is written in the language of mathematics.” At his time, that was no more than a vision. Today it is known that mathematics is the bridge that leads us across the

¹At least that is what the author was told. Every now and then, the exigencies of the page layout required that the column be trimmed a bit.
unknown into realms that lie beyond the limits of human perception. Without mathematics, it would be impossible, in Goethe’s words, “to know what holds the world together from the inside.”

I would like to thank Dr. Lossau for allowing me for two years to present mathematical topics to readers of Die Welt. I retain wonderful memories of our collaboration.

I wish also to thank Elke Behrends for many photographs, particularly the photomontages appearing in Chapters 6, 10, and 15. I am also grateful to colleagues Vagn Hansen (Copenhagen) and Robin Wilson (Oxford) for the images that they provided (Chapters 53 and 89). Finally, I would like to thank Tina Scherer and Albrecht Weis for their extirpation of so many typographical errors during proofreading so that you, dear reader, will not have to be annoyed by them.
Further Reading

In recent years, a number of popular books on mathematics have appeared. Some of these have been mentioned in this book. Here is a small selection of additional books that may be of interest.

M. Aigner and G. Ziegler.  
This book collects some of the most beautiful proofs in mathematics. Recommended to all who have some background in mathematics.

A. Beutelspacher.  
*Cryptology*. Mathematical Association of America, 1996.  
For all who wish to learn more about cryptography.

J. Bewersdorff.  
Several chapters of *Five-Minute Mathematics* are devoted to games of chance and gambling. This book examines the mathematics of games from chess to Monopoly.

A. Doxiadis.  
This wonderfully written novel is about a man obsessed with the solution to Goldbach’s conjecture. There is no better description of how someone can be changed by succumbing to the fascination of a mathematical problem.
U. Dudley. 
A must for those interested in number mysticism.

R. Kanigel. 
An extensive biography of the mathematical genius Ramanujan.

R. Kaplan. 
Anyone wishing to know more about zero should read this book.

P. Ribenboim. 
*Five-Minute Mathematics* has much to say about large prime numbers. In this book the subject is systematically developed.

M. du Sautoy. 
Yet more about primes!

S. Singh. 
This book is one of the best popular books on mathematics. The reader learns much about mathematics in general and about mathematicians in a presentation of the Fermat problem, which was finally solved by Andrew Wiles.

S. Singh. 
Just as full of information and detailed as his book on Fermat’s last theorem, in this book Singh discusses the history of cryptography from ancient times to the present day. Needless to say, the RSA method is described in full. However, one learns as well how the Enigma code operated and how its secrets were cracked by the British.

R. Taschner. 
Many of the topics presented in *Five-Minute Mathematics* can also be found in Taschner’s book. The author has translated his extensive knowledge
into a book that is exciting to read. The major themes are number and symbol, number and music, number and time, number and space, number and politics, number and matter, number and spirit.
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How much math can you cover in five minutes? Quite a bit, if you have a good guide. In this collection of one hundred short essays, Ehrhard Behrends offers a tour through contemporary and everyday mathematics. The topics range from pure mathematics to applications of mathematics to observations about the mathematics that surrounds us in daily life. Here, we read about the parable of grains of rice on a chessboard, the mathematics of the lottery, music and mathematics, intriguing paradoxes, the concept of infinity, the Poincaré conjecture, quantum computers, and plenty more.

Anyone who regularly reads the science section of a newspaper or magazine will find much to enjoy in *Five-Minute Mathematics*. Behrends makes very few assumptions about his readers, other than general curiosity and some familiarity with high school mathematics. The vignettes originally appeared in the author’s newspaper column. They have been extensively revised and expanded, and provided with attractive illustrations and photographs.